ACCOUNTABILITY
AND DESIGN
SERVICES
Why Accountability and Design? SchoolWorks assists state departments
of education, charter authorizers, charter management organizations,
and large districts to design efficient, evidence-based school
accountability systems. In addition, we help school founders design
effective schools to meet the needs of their student populations.
The SchoolWorks Approach
SchoolWorks brings an understanding of effective
practices in the design of school accountability
systems or new schools. We help our clients to
understand key attributes of effective schools and
incorporate those attributes in the design of new
schools or accountability systems that measure
school performance.
New School Design. SchoolWorks brings a
deeply collaborative process to new school design
services offered to charter school founders. We
help school founders understand research-based
practices and apply them to the unique needs of
the communities they intend to serve. The process
begins by understanding the mission and vision
of the founders. SchoolWorks then guides the

founders through the selection of research-based
practices that align to their vision. The entire
design is captured in writing for the application
process.
Accountability System Design. Our design
approach focuses on key aspects of sound
evaluation practices. Our systems utilize
research-based criteria to frame all school
accountability processes. For existing schools,
we collect evidence from a variety of sources
about a school’s performance in order to support
evaluation findings. When appropriate, we
promote an interactive process that engages
a school in the assessment of its performance.
When designing processes to evaluate new
school proposals, we begin by understanding

“Along with nationally recognized technical expertise, SchoolWorks
brought a deep understanding of City Year’s core mission and goals
to the charter application process.” 				
Jim Balfanz, City Year
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"From co-designing protocols to coordinating field work, SchoolWorks
has been an invaluable partner throughout this process. They have helped
us take what is in law and create a functioning and dynamic system in a
relatively short amount of time."
Lisa Medler, Colorado Department of Education
the larger accountability context and design an
aligned approach. The final design is captured
in policy documents, protocols, and guidance
materials that make the system transparent to
schools. For example, SchoolWorks assisted the
Louisiana Department of Education redesign its
charter application processes to meet the state’s
strategic objectives for school reform and to
ensure a strong base of evidence to support each
charter school accountability decision.
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School and Authorizer Reviews. SchoolWorks
implements key components of accountability
systems, whether designed by SchoolWorks or its
clients. For example, the Colorado Department
of Education needed to develop a process for
evaluating a school’s success in implementing its
school improvement plan and providing formative
support to a school. It engaged SchoolWorks to
design, pilot, and train local evaluators in how to
conduct a site review process.

Explore our Continuum of Services, Project Case Studies, and Results.
Contact our office at 978.921.1674 or email info@schoolworks.org to
learn more about how SchoolWorks can help build the capacity of your
organization to have a positive impact on student achievement and well-being.

